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A general theoretical calculation is described for predicting the interference effect in the sum
frequency generation �SFG� spectra from a model thin-film system as a function of film thickness.
The calculations were carried out for a three-layer thin film consisting of an organic monolayer, a
dielectric thin film of variable thickness, and a gold substrate. This system comprises two sources
of SFG, namely, a resonant contribution from the monolayer/dielectric film interface and a
nonresonant contribution from the dielectric film/gold interface. The calculation shows that both the
spectral intensity and the shape of the SFG spectra vary significantly with the thickness of the
dielectric layer due to interference effects in the thin film. The intensity changes at a particular
frequency were explained in terms of the changes in the local field factors �L factors� as a function
of the dielectric film thickness. The L factor for each beam changes periodically with the thickness
of the dielectric film. However, the combined L factor for the three beams shows complicated
thickness dependent features and no clear periodicity was found. On the other hand, if the
susceptibilities of both the resonant and nonresonant terms are fixed, changes in the spectral shape
will be mainly due to changes in the phase differences between the two terms with the film
thickness. The interference behavior also depends strongly on the polarization combinations of the
sum frequency, visible, and infrared beams. A general method is provided for predicting changes in
the spectral shapes at different film thicknesses by taking into account the relative intensities and
phases of the SFG signals from the two interfaces. The model calculation provides important
insights for understanding the nonlinear optical responses from any thin-film system and is an
essential tool for quantitatively revealing the nonlinear susceptibilities, which are directly related to
the actual structure of the interfacial molecules from the observed SFG spectra after quantitative
removal of the L factors. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3428668�

I. INTRODUCTION

The second-order nonlinear optical technique of sum fre-
quency generation �SFG� vibrational spectroscopy has be-
come a powerful tool in surface science.1–4 SFG possesses
almost all the advantages that conventional infrared �IR� and
Raman vibrational spectroscopy have, while in addition ex-
hibiting surface/interface specificity, submonolayer sensitiv-
ity, and time resolution. In the past 2 decades, SFG has been
widely employed to investigate molecular structures at vari-
ous surfaces and interfaces including self-assembled mono-
layers �SAMs�,5–12 thin polymer films,13–15 and Langmuir–
Blodgett �LB� films.16–20 Since SFG is a coherent optical
process, interference effects are inherently involved in the
SFG observation. These include the interference between the
resonant and nonresonant SFG signals,21–24 interference be-
tween different vibrational modes,25–27 and interference be-
tween SFG signals from different polarization
combinations.28,29 In particular, when the film thickness is
comparable to the wavelength of the pumped or emitted light

beams, the thickness interference of the light beams due to
the thin film will significantly affect the observed SFG
spectra.15,30–33 Without quantitative analysis of the interfer-
ence effects, it is not possible to obtain quantitative structural
information about the film from the SFG spectra.

Many studies of thickness interference effects in surface
optical techniques such as SFG and second harmonic genera-
tion �SHG� have been reported.34–38 Feller et al. gave a com-
prehensive derivation of how film thickness interference af-
fects the SHG signals from a liquid-crystal/polymer/SiO2

thin-film system by considering multiple reflections within
the thin polymer film. They were able to acquire accurate
molecular orientational information on the polymer surface
based on their model.39 Wilson et al.40,41 characterized the
thickness interference effect on the SFG signals from a three-
layer system comprising polymer/glass/metal, and demon-
strated that by controlling the film’s thickness they could
selectively probe the molecular structure at the free polymer/
air or buried polymer/glass interface. Clark33 studied the
thickness effect from a thin polymer film on a dielectric sub-
strate surface and pointed out that all the C–H stretching
modes showed similar interference dependences, which al-a�Electronic addresses: pbd2@cam.ac.uk and ye@cat.hokudai.ac.jp.
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lowed them to select an optimal thickness to obtain the
strongest SFG signal. Ye et al.15 also demonstrated that
molecular structure from different interfaces of a
polymer1 /polymer2 /metal model system can be selectively
determined by controlling the thickness of one of the poly-
mers in the system.

Alternatively, by constructing appropriate model systems
and assuming that the molecules on the surface or at the
interface have a particular orientation and conformation, one
can directly simulate SFG spectra at specific film thick-
nesses. Hirose et al. proposed a method to simulate the SFG
intensity of CH stretching modes from a multilayer of formic
acid growing on a Pt�110�-�1�2� surface under ultrahigh
vacuum. Their calculation showed good agreement with the
experimentally observed thickness dependence of the SFG
signals at a fixed frequency.32 With this method, the authors
demonstrated that the growth rate of the formic acid thin film
on the surface can be quantitatively determined from SFG
observations.42 Later, Lambert et al.31 developed a model to
simulate the interference effect in the SFG spectra from a
monolayer/dielectric thin-film/gold substrate system. They
showed that the SFG spectra of the CH stretching modes of
the methyl �CH3� groups in an octadecylsiloxane monolayer
on the dielectric thin-film surface changed substantially with
the thickness of the film. Their calculation revealed that the
phase of the antisymmetric �r−� stretching mode of the CH3

group became inverted with a thickness periodicity of 162
nm as the thickness of the dielectric film changes. This was
much shorter than that for the symmetric �r+� mode period-
icity of 3.01 �m.43,44 As mentioned later by the same au-
thors, the possibility of multiple reflections within the thin
film, which can degrade the quality of the simulated spectra,
was not included in the calculation. Further improvement of
the model by taking into account multiple reflections in the
dielectric layer was reported later.45 However, since the cal-
culation and experiments were carried out using a counter-
propagating beam geometry, these results are difficult to
compare directly with most of the recent SFG results, which
have been obtained with a copropagating beam geometry.

As mentioned above, although the general theory for the
interference in the SFG signals arising from a thin-layer sys-
tem has already been established, there is still a gap between
theory and experiment due to the complicated numerical cal-
culation procedure required. Furthermore, it is difficult to
compare the calculated results from different workers since
most of the calculation programs are not publicly available.
This situation impedes further application of the SFG tech-
nique in several fields. It is clearly desirable to generate a
common program to quantitatively evaluate the effect of
thickness related interference on the SFG spectra under a
variety of conditions for different thin-film systems.

In the present study we have developed a general model
calculation for the effect of thickness generated interference
on SFG spectra for a single thin-film system based on mod-
els already reported in the literature.31,39 After a brief intro-
duction to the theory of SFG for a thin-layer system, we
calculate the SFG spectra for the C–H stretching modes of
the terminal CH3 groups of a monolayer of fatty acid mol-
ecules with a long alkyl chain, deposited on top of a thin

dielectric layer of variable thickness on a gold substrate. This
calculation is performed as a function of the thickness of the
dielectric layer for different polarization combinations under
a copropagating incident beam geometry. This paper focuses
on the modeling, calculation, and resulting theoretical spec-
tral features, while a detailed comparison of the simulated
and actual experimental spectra for different thin-film sys-
tems are presented in a subsequent paper.46 The source codes
for the model calculation are available from the authors on
request. We anticipate that this will aid the understanding
and further application of SFG spectroscopy to thin-layer
system.

II. THEORY: GENERAL BACKGROUND FOR SFG
FROM A THIN LAYER SYSTEM

The basic theory of the thickness interference effect in
SFG spectroscopy has already been established.36–38 In order
to simulate thickness dependent SFG spectra, it is first nec-
essary to construct a theoretical model that resembles a real
thin-film system. One can then simulate the thickness depen-
dent Fresnel coefficients of each of the electric fields at the
interface and the frequency dependent second-order nonlin-
ear susceptibilities of the SF active molecules. Combining
these produces the SFG spectra at different thicknesses. Al-
though the general theory on thickness dependent interfer-
ence has been discussed previously, for completeness a sys-
tematic framework of how the SFG spectral features are
simulated will be described here.

Figure 1�a� shows a schematic of the sum frequency
generated by a single interface between media 1 and 2. The
SFG intensity is proportional to the intensities of the incident
visible and IR beams and to the square of the second-order
nonlinear susceptibilities ��ijk

�2�� of the interface,34

ISFG��s� � ��
i

�
j,k

Lii��SFG��ijk
�2�Ljj��vis�Lkk��IR��2

IvisIIR,

�1�

where �i , j ,k=x, y, or z� are the coordinates in the interface-
fixed reference frame; ISFG, Ivis, and IIR are the power densi-
ties of the SFG, visible, and IR beams, respectively; �ijk

�2� is
the second-order susceptibility of the interface and comprises
a third rank tensor containing 27 elements. For an azimuth-
ally isotropic interface, only four independent nonvanishing
components �zzz

�2�, �xxz
�2� �=�yyz

�2� �, �xzx
�2� �=�yzy

�2� �, and �zxx
�2� �=�zyy

�2� � are
left.47,48 These �ijk

�2�s normally contain two terms, namely, a
nonresonant part, �NR

�2� , and a resonant part, �RS,q
�2� .1 �NR

�2� arises
from higher order contributions such as the electric quadru-
pole moment and magnetic dipole moment of matter and
usually shows little dependence on the IR frequencies but is
dependent on the visible frequency.3,4 �NR

�2� is negligible for
many dielectric bulk materials with inversion symmetry such
as glass, fused quartz, and calcium fluoride �CaF2� but is
reasonably large for some metal substrates such as gold and
silver. On the other hand, �RS,q

�2� carries surface structural in-
formation such as molecular density, orientation, and confor-
mation on the surface and can be related to the microscopic
�molecular� properties of the molecules via34
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�ijk,q
�2� = Ns �

�,�,	
��î · �̂�� ĵ · �̂��k̂ · 	̂�	
��	

�2� , �2�

where Ns is the number of molecules at the interface.

�î · �̂�� ĵ · �̂��k̂ · 	̂� are the Euler transformation matrices be-
tween the molecular frame �� ,� ,	� and the interface-fixed
coordinate frame �i , j ,k�.47 The expressions for the transfor-
mation matrices differ between different authors depending
on the definition of the coordinate frames used. The operator
� 	 denotes the molecular orientational average over all pos-
sible orientations. The quantity 
��	

�2� �� ,� ,	=a ,b ,c� is the
hyperpolarizability of the molecules and can be calculated
from second-order perturbation theory.34 When the frequen-
cies of both the visible and the sum frequency beams are far
from electronic resonances, 
��	

�2� takes the form34


��	
�2� =


��	
q

�IR − �q + i�q
, �3�

where 
��	
q , �q, and �q are the magnitude, frequency, and

damping constant, respectively, of the qth vibrational
mode.34 The magnitude of 
��	

q is directly related to the IR
and Raman properties of the vibrational mode by34


��	
q = −

1

2�0�q

���
�1�

�Qq

��	

�Qq
, �4�

where ���
�1� /�Qq and ��	 /�Qq are the �Raman� polarizability

tensor and the �IR� dipole derivatives, respectively, of the qth
vibrational mode. �0 is the dielectric constant of a vacuum
and Qq is the normal coordinate. The value of ���

�1� /�Qq and
��	 /�Qq for different kinds of molecules can be roughly
estimated from the bond additivity model, as carried out by
Hirose et al.49 and Wei et al.50 It is possible to estimate the
relative magnitudes of different �ijk

�2� components in this way.
Lii, Ljj, and Lkk �i , j ,k=x ,y ,z� in Eq. �1� are the Fresnel

coefficients or local field factors �L factors� relating input
macroscopic electric fields to the macroscopic fields at the
interface. For a single interface between media 1 and 2 �Fig.
1�a��, the L factors in a reflected direction are given by39

Lxx,12
R = 1 − rp,12, �5a�

Lyy,12
R = 1 + rs,12, �5b�

Lzz,12
R = �1 + rp,12�
 n1

nm
�2

, �5c�

where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of media 1 and 2,
respectively, and nm is the effective refractive index of the
interfacial layer. The physical meaning of nm has been dis-
cussed elsewhere50,51 and the value of nm at the interface
between two media can be approximately calculated using a
slab model.51 rs/p,12 and ts/p,12 are the amplitude reflection
and transmission coefficients for s- and p-polarized lights at
an interface between media 1 and 2 and are given by36

rs,12 =
n1 cos �1 − n2 cos �2

n1 cos �1 + n2 cos �2
, �6a�

ts,12 =
2n1 cos �1

n1 cos �1 + n2 cos �2
, �6b�

rp,12 =
n2 cos �1 − n1 cos �2

n1 cos �2 + n2 cos �1
, �6c�

tp,12 =
2n1 cos �1

n1 cos �2 + n2 cos �1
. �6d�

Substituting these equations into Eq. �5� yields expressions
for the L factors.51 The L factors for SFG signals observed in
the transmitted direction �SFT, Fig. 1�a�� take the same forms
as Eq. �5� but with subscripts 1 and 2 interchanged.39

It should be emphasized that no thickness related inter-
ference occurs in the scheme in Fig. 1�a� and only a reflected
SFG beam and a transmitted SFG beam need to be consid-
ered. This case can be generally regarded as a typical single
interface for SFG measurement at, for example, air/solid,
liquid/solution, and air/liquid boundaries. However, in the
scheme shown in Fig. 1�b�, where a thin film �with a refrac-
tive index of n2� is introduced between two media �with re-
fractive indices of n1 and n3�, two interfaces appear �i.e., the
“free” interface I between media 1 and 2, and the buried
interface II between media 2 and 3� and both of them will

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic for SFG from an interface between media 1 and 2. �b�
A general interference model for SFG from a thin-film system on a solid
substrate �medium 3� consisting of two interfaces. For simplification, mul-
tiply reflected beams are not shown in the figure.
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contribute to the SFG signals. Furthermore, when the thick-
ness of the film is comparable to the wavelength of the
pumped or emitted beams, the thickness induced interference
effect will also occur. In order to include these effects, the
expressions for the SFG signals can be rewritten as

ISFG��s� � ��
i

�
j,k

Lii
I ��SFG��ijk

�2�,ILjj
I ��vis�Lkk

I ��IR�

+ �
i

�
j,k

Lii
II��SFG��ijk

�2�,IILjj
II��vis�Lkk

II ��IR��2
IvisIIR,

�7�

where superscripts I and II denote the two interfaces in Fig.
1�b�. L factors for incident and output electric fields at the
free interface I �Fig. 1�b�� can be obtained by introducing
multiple reflection terms from the thin film into Eq. �5�.39,45

We have

Lxx
I = 1 −

rp,12 + rp,23 exp�i��
1 + rp,12rp,23 exp�i��

, �8a�

Lyy
I = 1 +

rs,12 + rs,23 exp�i��
1 + rs,12rs,23 exp�i��

, �8b�

Lzz
I = 
1 +

rp,12 + rp,23 exp�i��
1 + rp,12rp,23 exp�i���
 n1

nm,12
�2

. �8c�

The reflection and transmission coefficients for inter-
faces I and II in Fig. 1�b� take the same form as in Eq. �6�,
with appropriate changes in the subscripts. � is the phase
factor accounting for the geometrical path difference be-
tween two neighboring successive reflected or transmitted
beams in the multiple reflection process, and is given by the
following expression:39,45

� = 
2�

�
�n2d cos �2, �9�

with � being the laser wavelength for the three beams in air,
d is the thickness of the thin film, and �2 is the refractive
angle for the three beams �i.e., visible, IR, and SFG� in me-
dium 2. The L factors shown above are functions of the
wavelength and can be used to calculate the L factors for all
three beams. It should be mentioned here that the electric
field for the visible and IR beams at interface I �Fig. 1�b��
calculated using the expression for the L factors in Eq. �8�
includes all multiple reflections within the thin film. The de-
tected SFG signals contain both the directly reflected light

from interface I and those transmitting into medium 2 and
then multiply reflected within the thin film and traveling fur-
ther in the detection direction.

Next, the L factors for the buried interface II between
media 2 and 3 �Fig. 1�b�� can be expressed as39

L�i,xx
II = exp�i�II�

tp,12tp,23

1 + rp,12rp,23 exp�i��
, �10a�

L�i,yy
II = exp�i�II�

ts,12ts,23

1 + rs,12rs,23 exp�i��
, �10b�

L�i,zz
II = exp�i�II�

tp,12tp,23

1 + rp,12rp,23 exp�i��
n1n3

�nm,23�2 , �10c�

where exp�i�II� is an additional phase factor to account for
the relative phase differences generated from the beam
propagating distance with respect to the coherence point,
where the SFG signal from the top interface I and that from
the bottom interface II interfere with each other. The calcu-
lation of this additional phase is similar to that proposed by
Lambert et al.31 The expressions for �II for all three beams
in copropagating incident beam geometry are as follows:

�II�SF� =
2�n2,SF

�SF

d

cos �2,SFG
, �11a�

�II�vis� =
2�n2,vis

�vis

d

cos �2,vis
−

2�n1,vis

�vis
d�tan �2,SF

+ tan �2,vis�sin �1,vis, �11b�

�II�IR� =
2�n2,IR

�IR

d

cos �2,IR
−

2�n1,IR

�IR
d�tan �2,SF

+ tan �2,IR�sin �1,IR. �11c�

It should be noted that the equations above can be used to
calculate SFG signals from thin-film systems when the thick-
ness is less than tens of micron. The equations become inac-
curate when the thickness of the thin film is comparable to or
thicker than the diameter of the beam intersecting the inter-
face.

Based on the L factors and the �ijk
�2� given above, it is then

possible to simulate SFG spectra that are useful for predic-
tion. The SFG spectral intensities from the azimuthally iso-
tropic monolayer with different input and output polarization
combinations �ssp, sps, and ppp� can be expressed as

Issp � �Lyy
I ��SFG�Lyy

I ��vis�Lzz
I ��IR�sin �IR�yyz

�2�,I + Lyy
II ��SFG�Lyy

II ��vis�Lzz
II ��IR�sin �IR�yyz

�2�,II�2

= �Lyyz
I sin �IR�yyz

�2�,I + Lyyz
II sin �IR�yyz

�2�,II�2, �12a�

Isps � �Lyy
I ��SFG�Lzz

I ��vis�Lyy
I ��IR�sin �vis�yzy

�2�,I + Lyy
II ��SFG�Lzz

II ��vis�Lyy
II ��IR�sin �vis�yzy

�2�,II�2

= �Lyzy
I sin �vis�yzy

�2�,I + Lyzy
II sin �vis�yzy

�2�,II�2, �12b�
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Ippp � �− Lxx
I ��SFG�Lxx

I ��vis�Lzz
I ��IR�cos �SFG cos �vis sin �IR�xxz

�2�,I − Lxx
I ��SFG�Lzz

I ��vis�Lxx
I ��IR�cos �SFG sin �vis cos �IR�xzx

�2�,I

+ Lzz
I ��SFG�Lxx

E ��vis�Lxx
I ��IR�sin �SFG cos �vis cos �IR�zxx

�2�,I + Lzz
I ��SFG�Lzz

I ��vis�Lzz
I ��IR�sin �SFG sin �vis sin �IR�zzz

�2�,I

− Lxx
II ��SFG�Lxx

II ��vis�Lzz
II ��IR�cos �SFG cos �vis sin �IR�xxz

�2�,II − Lxx
II ��SFG�Lzz

II ��vis�Lxx
II ��IR�cos �SFG sin �vis cos �IR�xzx

�2�,II

+ Lzz
II ��SFG�Lxx

II ��vis�Lxx
II ��IR�sin �SFG cos �vis cos �IR�zxx

�2�,II + Lzz
II ��SFG�Lzz

II ��vis�Lzz
II ��IR�sin �SFG sin �vis sin �IR�zzz

�2�,II�2

= �− Lxxz
I cos �SFG cos �vis sin �IR�xxz

�2�,I − Lxzx
I cos �SFG sin �vis cos �IR�xzx

�2�,I + Lzxx
I sin �SFG cos �vis cos �IR�zxx

�2�,I

+ Lzzz
I sin �SFG sin �vis sin �IR�zzz

�2�,I − Lxxz
II cos �SFG cos �vis sin �IR�xxz

�2�,II − Lxzx
II cos �SFG sin �vis cos �IR�xzx

�2�,II

+ Lzxx
II sin �SFG cos �vis cos �IR�zxx

�2�,II + Lzzz
II sin �SFG sin �vis sin �IR�zzz

�2�,II�2. �12c�

The L factors in Eq. �12� have been defined above and are
functions of parameters such as film thickness, refractive in-
dices, and incident beam angles and can be calculated once
the optical geometry has been selected. On the other hand,
the susceptibility parameters only depend on the structures of
the species at the interface. Once all of these conditions are
known, the SFG spectra at different thicknesses can be simu-
lated. It should be noted that the signs in Eq. �12� are for the
copropagating incident beam geometry. The signs for the
second, third, sixth, and seventh terms in Eq. �12c� are re-
versed if a counterpropagating incident beam geometry is
used.

III. MODEL: MONOLAYER/THIN DIELECTRIC FILM/
METAL SUBSTRATE

A. Model description

The model employed for simulating SFG spectra in the
present paper is shown schematically in Fig. 2. A well-
ordered monolayer of aliphatic fatty acid with a long alkyl
chain �for example, arachidic acid� is deposited on a variable
thickness dielectric thin film which is in contact with a gold
substrate. Assuming that the dielectric film itself exhibits no
resonances in the C–H stretching region as well as no non-
resonant signals, the only resonant SFG signal in the C–H
region will arise from the fatty acid monolayer. Furthermore,
the buried interface will only give nonresonant SFG signal
from the gold substrate. This kind of thin-film model can be

experimentally reproduced by using deuterated LB multilay-
ers to verify the validity of the calculations and this will be
reported in the following paper.46

In Secs. III B and III C, we first elucidate the thickness
dependence of the L factors for the two interfaces �buried
and free interfaces, Figs. 3 and 4� at a constant IR frequency.
Then, we will show the IR frequency dependent properties of
the susceptibilities of the terminal CH3 group in the hydro-
carbon chains of the well-ordered monolayer at the air/thin-
film interface. Next, we will present our simulation results
for SFG spectra of the CH3 group in the model thin-film
system based on the L factor and susceptibility calculations.
Finally, we will propose a method to predict the spectral line
shapes for different film thicknesses.

B. Thickness dependence of the L factors

1. L factors for the buried film/gold interface

As described in Sec. II, in order to understand how the
thickness factor affects the SFG signal, one needs to calcu-
late the electric field at each interface, which is contained in
the L factors. The wavelength of the visible and IR beams
are fixed at 800 and 3125 nm �i.e., 3200 cm−1�, respectively,
hence SFG occurs at 650 nm. Figure 3 shows the calculated
results for the moduli of the combined L factor, Lijk �solid
trace� and its three components, i.e., Lii �SFG, red-dashed
trace�, Ljj �visible, blue-dotted trace�, and Lkk �IR, purple-
dotted-dashed trace�, at the buried interface between the di-
electric thin film and the gold substrate in the model system
�Fig. 2�, as a function of the dielectric film thickness increas-
ing from 0 to 600 nm. Lyyz �solid trace, Fig. 3�a��, Lyzy �solid
trace, Fig. 3�b��, and Lzzz �solid trace, Fig. 3�c�� correspond-
ing to the L factors for the ssp, sps, and ppp �Ref. 52� po-
larization combinations, respectively. The moduli of these
combined L factors as a function of film thickness will con-
tribute to the background signal of the net SFG spectra.

It was found that the combined L factors �i.e., Lijk� of all
three polarization combinations vary significantly with the
film thickness, but no clear periodicities were observed. A
comparison of results for Lyyz, Lyzy, and Lzzz �Figs. 3�a�–3�c��
shows that the thickness dependences of the L factors for
different polarization combinations are totally different. The
magnitude of Lzzz is much higher than that of Lyyz or Lyzy, at
any film thickness. In fact, this is one of the reasons that
normally, a nonresonant background from a bare gold sub-

FIG. 2. Schematic of the air/fatty acid monolayer/SiO2 thin-film/gold sub-
strate model of a thin-film system.
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strate or gold surface modified by an organic monolayer can
only be easily observed in the ppp-polarization in contrast to
the ssp- and sps-polarizations.

The polarization dependent features of the combined L
factors of Fig. 3 are related to the features of their individual
components. For example, the combined L factor Lyyz shows
the first maximum value around 125 nm �Fig. 3�a��, which is
contributed by the L factor of both the SFG component

�dashed trace, Fig. 3�a�� and the visible component �dotted
trace, Fig. 3�a��. The subsequent small maxima at 385 and
490 nm are due to the L factors of the SFG component and
the visible component, respectively, acting separately.

In order to understand these complicated features, it is
instructive to examine the behavior of each component of the
L factor. As shown in Fig. 3, although the combined L factors
�Lijk� exhibit no clear periodicity, the modulus of each com-
ponent �LSFG, Lvis, or LIR� does oscillate periodically with the
film thickness. For different beam components under the

FIG. 3. Simulated results of the modulus of the combined Fresnel factors
Lijk �solid line� and their components, LSFG �red-dashed trace�, Lvis �blue-
dotted trace�, and LIR �purple-dotted-dashed trace� calculated according to
the thin-film model in Fig. 2 for the buried thin-film/gold interface with �a�
ssp-, �b� sps-, and �c� ppp-polarization combinations. For clarity the inten-
sity of the traces has been multiplied by the factors shown.

FIG. 4. Simulated results of the modulus of the combined Fresnel factors
Lijk �solid line� calculated according to the thin-film model in Fig. 2 for the
free air/thin-film interface with �a� ssp-, �b� sps-, and �c� ppp-polarization
combinations.
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same Cartesian axes, e.g., Lzz,SFG �Fig. 3�c�, dashed traces�,
Lzz,vis �Fig. 3�c�, dotted traces�, and Lzz,IR �Fig. 3�c�, dashed-
dotted traces�, the periodicities are different �272, 344, and
1320 nm for SFG, visible, and IR components, respectively.�
The results are only shown up to thicknesses of 600 nm in
the present figure. Consequently, Lijk �solid trace, Fig. 3�, is
more strongly affected by features of the SFG and visible
beams in comparison with that of the IR beam for the thick-
ness scale shown. Alternatively, for the same beam compo-
nent under different Cartesian axes, e.g., Lyy,vis �Fig. 3�a�,
blue-dotted trace� and Lzz,vis �Fig. 3�b�, blue-dotted trace�, the
periodicities are the same, while the intensities as well as the
shapes are different. The modulus of Lzz,vis shows much
higher intensity and oscillates with much higher amplitude
than that of Lyy,vis. The reason is due to the imaginary refrac-
tive index of the gold substrate. The incident electric field
along the z Cartesian axis will constructively merge with the
reflected beam while that along the y axis cancels with the
reflecting beam.35

It is worth noting that in the Lambert et al.31 model, the
L factors for the nonresonant signal were not considered. As
we have shown here though, the nonresonant signal also
changes significantly with the film thickness through the L
factor and must be taken into account. Moreover, as will be
demonstrated later, the intensity of the nonresonant signal
makes an important contribution to the spectral features.

The Lzzz component plays a dominant role in the
ppp-polarized SFG spectrum for the organic thin-film/gold
interface in comparison with the other three L factors. This is
only true on metal substrate interfaces such as gold and sil-
ver but not on dielectric substrate interfaces with lower non-
resonant backgrounds, in which the other three components
of the L factors for ppp-polarization will also give reason-
able contributions in comparison to Lzzz.

2. L factors for the free air/film interface

Figure 4 shows the calculated moduli of �a� Lyyz, �b�
Lyzy, �c� Lxxz, Lxzx, Lzxx, and Lzzz for the free air/film interface
for the same model system �Fig. 2� using Eq. �10� as a func-
tion of film thickness �0–600 nm�. Several different features
arise in comparison with those from the buried film/gold
interface �Fig. 3�. The modulus maxima of each L factor on
the free interface are in the same order for each polarization
combination as those of the buried interface �Fig. 3�. It is
interesting to note that the modulus for Lzzz is no longer
dominant in the ppp-polarization combination in comparison
with the other three components, Lxxz, Lxzx, and Lzxx. Further-
more, as shown in Fig. 4, the moduli of these L factors can
become zero at certain film thicknesses. Such features are not
observed for the buried interface �Fig. 3�.

The considerable differences between the L factors from
the free and buried interface can be easily understood from
the equations used to generate them. As has been discussed
by Lambert et al.31 and Feller et al.,39 the L factors for the
free interface �Eq. �8�� encompass two terms, one is the elec-
tric field that is directly reflected from the surface and the
other is the electric field that is multiply reflecting within the
thin film. The magnitudes of the two terms are comparable to
each other while the relative phases between the two terms

oscillate periodically with the film thickness. Consequently,
as the film thickness increases, constructive and destructive
coherences will occur between the two terms, where the
former will result in a maximum value for the moduli
of the L factors, while the latter will result in a zero point for
the moduli of the L factors. As a result, the combined L
factors show zero values at certain thicknesses. The proper-
ties of the L factors at the free air/film interface are consis-
tent with those reported by Wilson et al.40 from an
air/polymer/SiO2/gold thin-film sample. For example, the
features of their simulation results and ours are similar to
each other if the thickness of the polymer in their study is
taken into consideration. Specifically, they also observed that
the combined L factors of the air/polymer interface at certain
thicknesses �e.g., at SiO2 thickness of 70, 130, and 325
nm� can drop to zero.

C. Susceptibility of the terminal CH3 group
in the model system

According to the model described above �Fig. 2�, the
only SFG resonant sources in the C–H stretching region are
the terminal CH3 groups in the hydrocarbon chains of the
well-ordered monolayer at the air/thin-film interface.16 The
methylene �CH2� group resonances in the monolayer are usu-
ally relatively weak16 and are thus omitted in the present
study. The second-order nonlinear susceptibility equations
for the symmetric �r+� and asymmetric �r−� vibrational modes
of the CH3 group have been published elsewhere.31,53 The
Fermi resonance �rFR

+ � mode, which is usually observed for
the CH3 group in molecules with long alkyl chains, is mod-
eled with identical equations to those used for the symmetric
mode, as proposed by Lambert et al.31 For convenience the
equations for the r vibrational modes are reproduced here.

�a� r+ and rFR
+ modes,

�zzz
�2� = Ns
ccc

�2� �R�cos �	 + �cos3 �	�1 − R�� , �13a�

�xxz
�2� � �yyz

�2� = 1
2Ns
ccc

�2� ��cos �	�1 + R� − �cos3 �	�1 − R�� ,

�13b�

�xzx
�2� � �yzy

�2� � �zxx
�2� � �zyy

�2� = 1
2Ns
ccc

�2� �1 − R���cos �	

− �cos3 �	� . �13c�

�b� r− mode,

�zzz
�2� = 2Ns
aca

�2� ��cos �	 − �cos3 �	� , �14a�

�xxz
�2� � �yyz

�2� = − Ns
aca
�2� ��cos �	 − �cos3 �	� , �14b�

�xzx
�2� � �yzy

�2� � �zxx
�2� � �zyy

�2� = Ns
aca
�2� �cos3 �	 , �14c�

where Ns is the number of arachidate molecules at the inter-
face and considered as constant in the calculation and there-
fore neglected; 
ccc

�2� and 
aca
�2� are the hyperpolarizabilities of

the CH3 groups and take the same form as Eq. �3�. The
hyperpolarizability ratio factor R in Eq. �13� is reported to be
in the range of 2.0–4.0 for molecules with long alkyl
chains.31,51,54 � is the angle of the c symmetry axis of the
terminal CH3 group with respect to the surface normal �and
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is not to be confused with the incident angles for the laser
beams used in earlier equations.� The operator � 	 carries out
an ensemble average of the orientation angle via the distri-
bution function50

�cosn �	 = �
−1

1

cosn �f�cos ��d�cosn �� . �15�

Here f�cos �� denotes the distribution function, which can be
expressed in Gaussian or maximum entropy form.50 In the
present study, the Gaussian form is employed,50

f��� =
1

�2��
exp�−

�� − �0�2

2�2 � , �16�

where �0 is the mean orientation angle; � is the root-mean-
square width. In the case of a �-distribution, �=0°.

The optical parameters used in the simulation are sum-
marized in Table I. The refractive indices of the media are
available from the literature.55 The effective refractive index
nm of the interfacial layer at the air/film interface was deter-
mined to be 1.2�0.1 for the present thin-film model calcu-
lated using the slab model reported by Zhuang et al.51 The
modulus and phase ��� of the nonresonant susceptibility
component have been obtained by comparing the simulated
spectrum with the observed one from the film at a certain
thickness.31

The simulation was carried out using a numerical calcu-
lation program �MAPLE 12

®, Maplesoft, Waterloo, Canada�.
All three CH3 vibrational modes, with frequencies set at
2878, 2940, and 2965 cm−1, were simulated simultaneously
for different film thicknesses as a function of the IR fre-
quency �2800–3000 cm−1�.

The susceptibility tensors �yyz
�2� �=�xxz

�2� �, �yzy
�2� �=�xzx

�2� =�zxx
�2� �,

and �zzz
�2� for the symmetric, Fermi resonance, and asymmetric

modes of the terminal CH3 groups were calculated using
Eqs. �13� and �14� and their moduli are shown in Fig. 5 as a
function of the IR frequency between 2800 and 3000 cm−1.
The “spectrum” of �yyz

�2� �=�xxz
�2� � is dominated by the symmet-

ric �r+� and Fermi resonance modes, while that of �yzy
�2�

��=�xzx
�2� =�zxx

�2� � is dominated by the asymmetric �r−� mode.
All three resonant modes are significant for the �zzz

�2� suscep-
tibility. As mentioned above, �yyz

�2� and �yzy
�2� are the main sus-

ceptibility terms in ssp- and sps-polarized SFG spectra, re-
spectively, while �zzz

�2�, �xxz
�2� , �xzx

�2� , and �zxx
�2� are the four �ijk

�2�

components contributing to the ppp-polarized SFG spectra

�Eq. �12c��. It should be emphasized here that these simu-
lated SFG spectra �i.e., nonlinear susceptibilities ��2�� are not
influenced by the L factors relating to the optical geometry
and film thickness and therefore are different from the ex-
perimentally observed SFG spectra.

As discussed above, the SFG spectral profiles and inten-
sities are significantly affected by interference between the L
factors and the susceptibilities from different interfaces in the
system. In Sec. IV, we will first simulate SFG spectra with
different polarization combinations for the thin-film model
systems shown in Fig. 2 based on the general theoretical
model given above.

IV. SFG SPECTRAL FEATURES FOR THE CH3 GROUP
IN THE MODEL SYSTEM

A. ssp-polarization

Figure 6�a� shows the simulated ssp-polarized SFG
spectra in the C–H stretching region for the model system
�Fig. 2�. This figure clearly demonstrates that the spectral
shape and intensities change significantly with the film thick-
ness. Figure 6�b� shows the SFG intensities for the r+-mode
at 2878 cm−1 and the base line signal contributed from the
gold substrate at 3200 cm−1 as a function of film thickness.
The thickness dependent intensity of the SFG signal from the
r− mode is relatively weak and similar to the intensity of the

TABLE I. Parameters used for the SFG spectral simulations.

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

�1,vis 70° R 1.9 ��NR
�2� �zzz 0.0001

�1,IR 50° � 19° ��NR
�2� �yyz 0.007

�vis 800 nm n2,SF 1.5 ��NR
�2� �yzy 0.01

�IR 2800–3000 cm−1 n2,vis 1.49 �NR,zzz 80°
�r+ 2878 cm−1 n2,IR 1.45 �NR,yyz 130°
�FR 2940 cm−1 n3,SF 0.12+3.29i �NR,yzy 240°
�r− 2965 cm−1 n3,vis 0.08+4.78i nm,12 1.2
� 5 cm−1 n3,IR 0.69+22.63i nm,23 1a

aThe effective refractive index of the sample/gold interface is attributed to the nonresonant susceptibility
component.

FIG. 5. Calculated susceptibilities of �yyx=�xxz �solid�, �yzy =�xzx=�zxx

�dashed�, and �zzz �dotted� for the methyl group in the IR frequency region
between 2800 and 3000 cm−1. See Table I for simulation parameters.
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base line signal. When the film is thin �for example, a mono-
layer has a film thickness of 2.5 nm�, the SFG signal is
weak. The symmetric and Fermi resonance C–H stretching
modes appear as dips �Fig. 6�a��. The ssp-polarized SFG
intensities increase rapidly with thickness and reach the first
maximum around 125 nm, which is approximately two or-
ders higher than that of the thinner film of 2.5 nm. The
calculation suggests that one can easily obtain an experimen-
tal SFG spectrum for this film thickness. The SFG intensity
then quickly decreases with further increases in thickness.
The peak intensity for the r+ mode gives a smaller maximum
at 505 nm while that for the base line shows two smaller
maxima at 385 and 490 nm. Not only the SFG spectral in-
tensities but also the SFG spectral shapes change dramati-
cally with thickness. As shown in Fig. 6�a�, the symmetric
and Fermi resonance C–H stretching modes change from

dips �at 2.5 nm� to Z-shaped bipolar peaks �at 125 nm�. The
ssp-SFG spectrum at 220 nm becomes similar to that at
2.5 nm and changes to a spectrum with completely opposite
peak directions at 270 nm �Fig. 6�a��. Peak direction changes
are also observed in the calculated ssp-SFG spectra at thick-
nesses of 410 and 560 nm �Fig. 6�a��.

B. sps-polarization

Figure 7 shows the calculated thickness dependence of
�a� spectral shapes and �b� peak intensities for the asymmet-
ric �r−� C–H stretching mode at 2963 cm−1 and for the base
line signal at 3200 cm−1 for the model system in the
sps-polarization combination. The thickness dependent in-

FIG. 6. Simulated results for the thickness dependence �d� �nm� of �a� SFG
spectral shapes and �b� SFG intensities for the symmetric C–H stretching
mode �r+ ,2878 cm−1� and base line �3200 cm−1� for the model system un-
der the ssp-polarization combination. Base line levels for each spectrum in
�a� are displaced for clarity. See text for simulation parameters.

FIG. 7. Simulated results for the thickness dependence of �a� SFG spectral
shapes and �b� SFG intensities for the asymmetric C–H stretching modes
�r− ,2963 cm−1� and base line �at 3200 cm−1� for the model system under
the sps-polarization combination. In order to show the peak intensity clearly,
the results for the r− mode and the base line are scaled by a factor of 50 and
5, respectively. Base line levels for each spectrum in �a� are displaced for
clarity. See text for simulation parameters.
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tensity of the SFG signal from the r+ mode is quite weak and
similar to the intensity of the base line signal. Since the peak
intensity in the sps-polarization is very weak at thicknesses
of less than 250 nm, the intensities shown in Fig. 7�b� are
magnified 50 times for clarity. Only the asymmetric C–H
stretching mode can be observed in the calculated
sps-polarized SFG spectra �Fig. 7�a��. SFG signals for the
symmetric C–H mode and the nonresonant background are
very weak and neglected at all thicknesses in comparison
with that of the asymmetric mode. This is reasonable since
the symmetric C–H stretching mode of the CH3 group in a
well-organized monolayer or multilayer should have a very
weak dipole component in the s-polarized IR direction and
only the asymmetric C–H stretching mode has a dipole com-
ponent parallel to the surface which may interact with an
s-polarized IR beam. As shown in Fig. 7�a�, the
sps-polarized SFG spectrum for a monolayer �d2.5 nm�
shows a very small S-shaped bipolar peak. The intensity of
the SF signal is roughly 20 times weaker than that for the
ssp-polarization signal at the same thickness �Fig. 6�a�� and
is too weak to be detected by the charge-coupled device
�CCD� or photomultiplier �PMT� detectors used in the nor-
mal detection system of SFG spectrometers, even with long
integration times. Consequently no sps-polarized SFG spec-
tra from organic monolayers on gold substrates have yet
been reported in the literature due to these low signal levels.
Fundamentally this can be attributed to the small L factors
under sps-polarization due to the weak s-polarized IR elec-
tric field on the gold substrate surface �Fig. 4�b��. The spec-
tral shapes of the sps-SFG spectra also change significantly
with thickness. As shown in Fig. 7�a�, as the film thickness
changes by just 20 nm from 120 nm to 140 nm, the SFG
spectral shape changes from an S-type bipolar peak �120 nm�
to a Z-type bipolar peak �140 nm� with comparable intensi-
ties. The sps-SFG intensity increases rapidly when the thick-
ness is larger than 250 nm and reaches an intensity maximum
at 370 nm when it is approximately 5000 times larger than
that of a monolayer �Fig. 7�b��. It should be noted that SFG
signals with such high intensity are comparable to the
ssp-polarization signal at 220 nm �Fig. 3�b�� and expected to
be easily detected by the standard CCD or PMT detection
systems. As shown in Fig. 7�a�, the sps-SFG spectrum at
2963 cm−1 shows a single intense peak at 370 nm after
which its intensity decreases rapidly to a very small value at
around 500 nm and changes to a weak Z-type bipolar peak
shape. Subsequently the spectral intensity increases again to
reach a second intensity maximum at 650 nm which is al-
most ten times stronger than that of the first maximum at
370 nm �results not shown in the figure�.

C. ppp-polarization.

In contrast to the ssp- and sps-spectra, the ppp-spectra
�Fig. 8� of the model system on the gold surface show stron-
ger spectral intensities. The SFG signals at the gold surface
modified by an 2.5 nm thick monolayer show an intensity
maximum which is about two or three orders of magnitude
stronger than that obtained for ssp- and sps-polarized spectra
for the same monolayer system �Figs. 6 and 7�. This can be

attributed to the higher nonresonant SFG signals from the
buried film/gold interface in the ppp-polarization �Fig. 4�c��.
It is known that the ppp-SFG spectra for a SAM or LB
monolayer on the gold substrate surface are relatively easy to
obtain with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio, especially
when a Ti-sapphire laser at 800 nm is used as the visible
beam.6,18,19 In comparison with the ssp- and sps-spectra, the
ppp-SFG spectra show a less pronounced thickness depen-
dence �Fig. 8�a��. All ppp-polarized SFG spectra show dips
due to the interference with the nonresonant background
from the gold substrate. The dip for the asymmetric mode
becomes very weak at 110 nm but increases again with in-
creasing thickness while the symmetric modes become very
weak at 500 nm. In contrast to the results for the ssp- and

FIG. 8. Simulated results for the thickness dependence of �a� SFG spectral
shapes and �b� SFG intensities for the symmetric �r+ ,2878 cm−1� and asym-
metric �r− ,2963 cm−1� C–H stretching modes, and the baseline
�3200 cm−1� for the model system in the ppp-polarization combination.
Base line levels for each spectrum in �a� are displaced for clarity. See text
for simulation parameters.
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sps-polarizations, the SFG signals for the symmetric and
asymmetric modes and for the nonresonant SFG background
in the ppp-polarization show quite similar thickness depen-
dences �Fig. 8�b��.

D. Prediction of the SFG spectra

The final SFG signal is the convolution of the SFG sig-
nals from the air/film and the film/substrate interface. The
spectral features depend significantly on the relative intensi-
ties and phase differences in these two contributions. In order
to understand the spectral line shapes of Figs. 6 and 7 as a
function of film thickness, the intensity ratio between the
resonant and nonresonant signals as well as their phase
difference56 under �a� ssp- and �b� sps-polarization combina-
tions were calculated as a function of film thickness between
0 and 600 nm �Fig. 9�. If the objective is to predict the
spectral shape, then both the intensities and the phases need
to be considered.

Generally, when the intensity ratio of the resonant to
nonresonant components is comparable to or less than unity,
the spectral shape is sensitive to the phase. For example, a
peak is expected to change to a dip if the phase changes by
180°. However, if the intensity ratio is much larger than
unity, the final SFG output is less sensitive to the phase. For
example, in the ssp-polarization case �Fig. 9�a��, the phase
changes by 180° at thicknesses of 240, 320, and 515 nm,
where the intensity ratios are zero. Consequently the spectra
will change to their mirror symmetric shapes as the film
thickness crosses these thickness values. These predictions
have been confirmed by the simulation results shown in Fig.
6�a�. On the other hand, as the film thickness increases from
0 to 130 nm, while the phase difference remains constant, the
intensity ratio increases through unity, causing the spectra to
change from dips to bipolar peaks. Similar results are also
obtained for the sps-polarization �Fig. 9�b��: The calculation
predicates that the peak shape will change to its mirror sym-
metric shape at film thicknesses of 130, 245, 475, and 515
nm, where the intensity ratios are zero while the spectra will
be independent of the phase at a thickness of 370 nm and
thereby show a single peak due to the intensity ratio being
much greater than unity. These predictions are in good agree-
ment with the results of Fig. 6�a�. The above analysis, shown
schematically in Fig. 9, can be usefully employed to quanti-
tatively predict and analyze the actual film thickness depen-
dent changes appearing in ssp- and sps spectra.

The prediction of the ppp-polarized SFG spectra is more
complicated as there are four terms for both the resonant and
the nonresonant signals in Eq. �12c�. However, the four non-
resonant terms can be simplified to one term, as the zzz term
is overwhelmingly greater than the others. However, there
are still five terms left in Eq. �12c�. Consequently there is no
simple way to predict the spectral line shapes via the phase
and the intensity ratio of the signals from the two interfaces
for this polarization combination. However one method that
can be used to predict the ppp-polarized SFG spectra, but
only very approximately, is by separately considering the
relative intensities of each resonant term’s �i.e., xxz, zxz, zxx,
or zzz� interference with the dominant nonresonant term
�zzz�, based on the same method used above for the ssp- and
sps-polarization combinations �containing one resonant term
only�.

For example, Fig. 10 shows simulation results for the
SFG spectra for the four resonant components, as well as the
final SFG output, at film thicknesses of �a� 0 nm and �b�
110 nm on a gold substrate surface. The simulation results
demonstrate that the contributions of the different suscepti-
bility tensors to the final SFG spectral profile are also
strongly dependent on the film thickness. For example, �zzz

�2�

plays a dominant role for the monolayer system �Fig. 10�a��.
However, as the film thickness increases to 110 nm, the �xxz

�2�

component becomes the major contributor to the SFG spec-
trum �Fig. 10�b��. In order to understand the spectral line
shapes of ppp-polarized SFG spectra, the properties of each
resonant component in the ppp-polarization combination has
to be clearly addressed.

FIG. 9. Intensity ratio and phase difference for the SFG signal from the first
and second interfaces of the symmetric �2878 cm−1� and asymmetric
�2963 cm−1� C–H stretching modes for �a� ssp- and �b� sps-polarizations.
The intensity ratio was obtained by dividing the modulus of the first term of
Eq. �12a� or Eq. �12b� by the second term. The phase difference was ob-
tained by subtracting the argument of the first term of Eq. �12a� or Eq. �12b�
from that of the second term.
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E. Extension to other model systems

The simulation results presented in Secs. IV A–IV C are
for a specified model thin-film system, specifically one
which is relevant to the authors’ experimental system. How-
ever, in the experimental arrangements used by other work-
ers, the thin film itself as well as the laser spectrometers used
may be considerably different. It is thereby instructive to
mention in outline the effect of these changes on the simu-
lation results. The substantial extension of the present model
system to other systems including the influence of different
experimental parameters, such as the incident beam geom-
etry �copropagating and counterpropagating�, substrate
�metal and dielectric materials�, and thin-film structures, on
the SFG spectra are discussed in the following paper.46

In the present study, the incident laser beam angles for
the visible and IR beams are set at 65° and 50°, respectively.
Changing these angles will affect the L factors and conse-
quently affect the simulated spectral features at different film
thicknesses. However, it was found that in order to observe
noticeable changes to the interference behavior, angular
variations greater than 5° were required, which is in agree-
ment with the conclusions reached by Lambert et al.31

In the present study the visible and IR beam wavelengths
were chosen to be 800 and 3400 nm �CH stretching region�.
However, other visible wavelengths, such as 400 nm �Ref.
57� and 532 nm �Ref. 31� have also frequently been used in
practice. Moreover, the vibrational modes of interest may lie
in other frequency region. Here we briefly mention the effect
of changes in the laser wavelengths. It was found that the
shorter the wavelength of the incident beams, the shorter the
periodicity of the multiple reflections of the beams. To sum-
marize, a 200 nm change in the IR wavelength does not
cause much of a change in the interference behavior, while a
50 nm change in the visible wavelength causes a significant
change in the interference features.

As the multiple reflections take place within the thin
film, it was found that the interference behavior is sensitive
to the frequency dependent refractive indices of the thin film.
The higher the refractive indices, the shorter the periodicities
of the multiple reflections of the beams in the film, and con-
sequently the more significant the interference appears.

The effect of three parameters relating to the surface
resonant active layer, k, R, and nm in Table I, on the simula-
tion results has been reported elsewhere.31 Generally, they
only affect the relative intensities of the simulation results
but not the periodicity of the multiple reflections of the
beams.

V. CONCLUSION

In the present paper, a general model calculation is de-
scribed which predicts the interference effects which may
appear in the SFG spectra from a thin-film system. As a
specific example, the modeling calculations were carried out
for a three-layer thin-film system comprising a fatty acid
monolayer/dielectric thin-film/gold substrate. The modeling
calculation takes account of both the multiple reflections of
each beam within the thin film and the relative phase differ-
ences at the point of coherent addition of the SFG signals
from each interface. It was found that the SFG spectra varied
significantly with the film thickness in both spectral intensity
and shape. A general method is provided to predict the
changes in the spectral shape of the SFG spectra with film
thickness for the selected thin-layer system. It should be em-
phasized that the present calculation is restricted to a single
thin film between two infinite bulk media and comprising
two interfaces. More complex thin-film systems containing
several interfaces16 and thin films with bulk SFG contribu-
tions are not considered in the present calculation. However,
the SFG spectra from these systems can be readily predicted
by extending the present modeling calculation. The model
calculation also provides a robust method for unambiguously
revealing quantitative structural information on the mol-
ecules at the interfaces from the observed SFG spectra. Fur-
thermore, the method can be used to determine the film
thickness by comparing the simulated and experimental
spectra for a specific thin-film system provided the relevant
optical and geometrical parameters are known.

FIG. 10. Contribution of each susceptibility component, �ijk, to the total
SFG spectra in the ppp-polarization combination for the model system at �a�
d=0 nm and �b� d=110 nm.
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